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1. Introduction and .su,n e

In medieval Islamic ash oP g tile sun th moon and ach planet i’ crc
believed to cast seven ia s, meeting the ccli ttc in ses n astrologically
significant points The s n I S al in felt )l n ea i p e liptical
longitude of their point 1 i tsr ctioi .vi th cli lie left
sextile ray, the left quartile ai . the left trine ra tb.. ras to the
dianietricallv opposite point the right time i iii . the richt quartile ray
and the right sextik. ray he ‘dev il lvi si i is ot C nerally
believed that the sextik . uar c rid Ii 0 ii d ni ned by
the sides of a regular hesagon a square and an equilateral triangle
respectively. There were however two dii let ent metnods for posi
tiomng these regular poI us

According to the simpi s th . th. t ns Ii c 0 e senhed
in the ecliptic in such a is av that the planet is at one angular point
(Figure 1). The rays are cast along the sides of the polygons Thus if
the celestial longitude )f I p ii 1 is A, t sex Ic ira t I d trifle
rays are cast to the point wOn longiluck ill . ± ) t 12O.
Al-Sufi (903—983) and Al Birãni (972- 1i)4) pri.scrrhe ib it un
important modifications he made in case the planet Isis non—zero
latitude.2

In the second theory i assamed tha ut. jvs t tO. s1 r its are
related to the apparent daily otation of the univ rse, so that the

*Mathernatlcai institute, Stair t hi B 0 s ( ( 1. chi the
Netherlands.
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regular polygons have to be positioned on the celestial equator. In the
Masudic Cation, Al-BirUni gives a rather vague description of this
theory, which can be summarized as follows.3 In Figure 2, NESW is
the local horizon and N, E, S and W are the cardinal points. EMW is
the celestial equator, the planet is at point F, and semicircle NPS
intersects the celestial equator at Pt The regular polygons have to he
inscribed in the equator in such a way that J)t is at an angular point.
Then the seniicircles through N, S and the other angular points (such
as Q for the left sextile ray in Figure 2; arc p*Q* = 600) determine
the positons of the rays: thus PQ in Figure 2 is the left sextile ray. etc.
Compare also Figure 7 below.

The exact computation of the rays according to this second method
is complicated. Al-BirUni describes an approximate computation,
which has been treated by Kennedy and Krikorian,4and which we will
discuss below (Section 2) in connection with some geometrical preli
minaries. Al-BirUni says that the astrologers also used instruments
and tables for the computation.5No instruments for this purpose are
known to be extant, but two sets of tables have come down to us. In
this paper we will discuss these tables, and give some new insight in
their mathematical structure.

The first set of tables was computed by Mubammad ibn MusA
al-Khwirizrni,1’whose modern fame is mainly based on his treatises on
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arithmetic and algebra (aith ugh his istroiomrcal ss ork s hi more
substantial). These tabk s s li 1 i. ill c I the K v i ibles,
are presented in the & ok a lcIio ogv that te dir ill es super
fluous (aI—mughnifi aikarn al-nujuni) of the ( hr stian astrologer Ibn
Hibintã (early lO cenrur\ ), who attributes them to A!-Khwinzmi,t
and they also occur (in I a ins iptot ii a (( lii s ( 12e
cen{ury). The Khwarii m sIlo .serc puhl hod y K one and
Krikorian in 1972.1 The involve a function of two x arrahles hch
has been explained arithmeticallr by 1oomcr and eomctneilI by
Kennedy and Krikorian a I thrs funeth s of sin v sable
which have not been under d h modern h br a s r I a s We
describe the Khwãrizmi tahlcs and discuss the significance ot the two
functions in Section 3 below.

The Khwãrizmi tables cr originally contained t th famous Zij
(astronomical handbook s 1 ahks) of A Khsar vs k has
only come down to us in a garbled Latin translation ( a e sior which
had been revised by the Andalusian astronomer Maslama ibn Ahmad
al-Majrifi,’2who died around 1007 In this pro ‘ass the original Khwã—
rizmi tables for casting thc ‘ w replace a a s f a ir the
same purpose. computsd K a geographica atit i a q 3 3fl3
probably for the city of ( ordoba Hence this set of tables was
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cci tainly not by Al—Khwarizmi, and we will therefore call it the Majrifi
tables, even though his authorship is not completely certain. rhe
Majrii tables are of enormous length, they extend over 24 pages of
Suter’s 1914 edition of the Latin version of Al-Khwhrizmi’s Zij.0 The
Maii ti tables have been studied by Suter, Neugebauer and Kennedy
and Krikonan,’° but the underlying mathematics has remained a mys—
tei until the present. In Section 4 we explain the mathematical
structure of the Majriti tables. It turns out, not surprisingly, that these
tables can he considered as an improvement of the Khwhrizmi tables.
As we will see, Al-Majriti solved a quite difficult trigonometrical
problem. and he then went through a complicated and laborious
computation. ‘l’hus the Majrii tables are of considerable interest for
the history of applied mathematics in the middle ages.

2. !‘reliint,marie.c

Right riii ii oblique flSCCIISiOflA

Figures 3 and 4 display the celestial sphere for observers on the
terrestrial equator (3) and on the Northern hemisphere, south of the
Arctic (‘ircle (4). ESDWNfI is the local horizon and the cardinal
directions are E, S, W, N, EVMW is the celestial equator, V is the
vernal point. DKVH is part of the ecliptic, SKMZCNis the meridian,
( is the celestial north pole and Z is the zenith. The intersection H of
the ecliptic with the Eastern horizon is called the horoscopus or
ascendant. Suppose H has celestial longitude A, and write e for the
obliquity of the ecliptic and q for the geographical latitude ( = 0° in
Figure 3). then A = arc VH, ‘ — LEVI!, q = arc CN.

Definitions:
For q = 0° (Figure 3), arc VE is called the right ascension of arc VH.
Notation: VE =

For 00 < q < 90°— (Figure 4), arc VE is called the oblique ascen
sion of arc VH. Notation: VE = Aq(A). The oblique ascension Ag(A)
can he defined in an analogous way for southern geographical lat
itudes, that is, for —(90° E) < q < 0°. The functions A(A) and
A,(A) are defined for all values 0° A < 360° and they assume values
between 0° and 360°.

The declination 6 of the horosc pus i’ its distane.. t the
equator, reckoned positive if I/is n the a them hall of II
sphere, and negative if//is in I southeir all, not. that
In I’gure 3, 6 — Eli. For i id b. orni

Then the right ascension I I md F

5 1 (‘1)

sin A(( m 6 (a (2 2)

if we keep in mind that A A) is in the same quadrant a ,t
Further A (A) = A0(A) , ss ith

sin? tanà tançI (2.3)

and —90° < i < 90°; compare figure 4. in which 1fF 6 FE =

Note that ZVEN =

Other ways of computing the oblique ascension are possible. hut the
method presented here is essentially that used by many medieval
astronomers. Tables of right and oblique ascensions (for various lat
itudes) occur in the Almagr’cr of Ptolemy n in mails Islamic istrono—
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sphere over 18(1’ arou I N x s throng I

A u) — A ,,(2) (mo I 6)) is calkd
arc XY for geographical latitude q’

lo settle the question for an arhitrar semieHele \I1 ss oh P in the
Eastern half of the celestial sphere (Figuiu 5) s e di ass aic (P perpen
dicular to semicircle NPS. [hen (lie po e 4 of eiicL \ PS is on the
great circle to which are CR belongs. Lu ‘PS inietseet the celestial
equator at P.

Because C is the pole of the celestial eq ta

circ e NPS, the intersee i f the equ N
cA. Therefore arc *J 9 his mcai 1
can be treated as “hot zoi )Y eogra hi
point R and east poin I t or CR
NPS in A1(ji) — A5Q.) i deL 360) tim r. s.

Finally, if P is in th rn half of ii I sphe mc can
show in the same way II a XY passes c vet V! 5’ in A (p) A1)
time-degrees, hut in this ase the latitude . is negative. . CR{.

Some Arabic astrologers called a circle such as ,\‘P.S’ in Figure 5 “ufq
bãdith,e for which we will use Professor Kennedvs translation “in
cident honizon’. They called arc CR the ‘latitude’ of the incident
horizon NPS. IS

A N

-

N

S

Hgur 5

hor.
[igurc 4.

F

mical handbooks; further details can be found in publications of

Kennedy, King and Pedersen.i7

Definition: the time-degree is the interval of time in which the

celestial sphere revolves by one degree.
A sidereal day consists of 360 time-degrees, and one time-degree is

a little less that 4 minutes.
For the observer of Figure 4, arc VH rises on the Eastern horizon in

A5(2) time-degrees.
If X and Y are two arbitrary points on the celestial equator with

longitudes .. and p, then arcXY (i.e. the arc extending from X in the

direction of increasing celestial longitude towards Y) rises in Au) —

A4i) (modulo 360) time-degrees.

Oblique descensions and incident horizons

We now ask the question: how long does it take XY to pass over an

arbitrary semicircle through N and S (other than the Eastern horizon)

such as NPS in Figure 5.
If the semicircle is half of the meridian (above or below the hori

zon), the passage takes place in A0(u) — A0().) (modulo 360°) time-

degrees.
If the semicircle is the Western horizon, the passage takes A_,,(u) —

A q(?’) (modulo 360°) time-degrees. To see this, rotate the celestial

ii I hL 5 nession

iqiis C.s nsion of

i and .1 is the pole of

i VPS is lbs pole of
i matic’ NP*S

1 i CR h north
I esover
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The following two formulas can easily he verified (Figure 4). Let 2,,

and )., he the celestial longitudes of the horoseopus H and the in

tersection K of the ecliptic with the meridian above the horizon.

Because are EW 180° and arc EM — 90 , we have

A u.,, — 180°) = At%,,) 180° (modulo 360°) (2.4)

A(%K) = A(2,,) — 90° (modulo 360°). (2.5)

The identity (2.4) shows that A can be found from a table of A,.
Therefore oblique descensions were never tabulated separately.

The standard cotnputation of the rays

Many Arabic sources describe what I call the standard computation

of the astrological rays. This procedure has also been discussed by

Nallino and by Kennedy and Krikorian.2°It is based on the above-

mentioned theory that the regular polygons which determine the rays
have to be located on the celestial equator. I begin with introductory

remarks, referring to Figure 2.
The basic idea is

(>w A()
P*Q* =A(PQ)

where is the latitude of the incident horizon NPS.21
Formula (2.6) is correct only when the incident horizon NQS has

the same latitude as NPS, or when Q is the vernal or autumnal point.

In all other cases (2.6) is at best an approximation. This can be seen in

Figure 2, whereA1(PQ) = P*Q, with Q’ defined such that /PP*w =

ZQQ’W = 9O+.
The approximation (2.6) can he used if tables of oblique ascensions

for all latitudes are available (which was often the case). In the
standard computation a linear interpolation is made, so that the entire

computation can be done by means of a table of right ascensions and a

table of oblique ascensions for one’s own geographical latitude.
The standard computation is as follows in modern notation. Let ).

be the given celestial longitude of the planet P, and L the required

longitude ot the point shme the ray hits the eshptiF ( flis br =

PO one of the values ±(. +9() or 12(1 I ci the ecliplk mtersect
the Eastern horizon at Ii lie \t stern h os m 1) <in he ni i olian
abo\ e the horizon at K I u I IlL ii ( ()
assumes that the longi / he c s a< pr lousE
determined: then A w Ii d by (2 1 am earl 18(P,

—

Several cases have to be onsidered

1. If P is on the mend ii . c
A (2) A0(2 t

2. If P is on the Easter ioi iz (2 A ). thr i z oh .1 (A) =

A(A)+i.
3. If P is on the Western h n won (A A ), then 2, 2 with 4 (2.)

= A (2,) +,. One can (md from i table I h 4)
4. If P is in the Eastern mi I i re, then A I A wi h Ic

= (A11(2) A, (Aj) (A,) 41(AK))’ I s o on (as
in Figure 2), and 2 (.IA A( ,) (1 ,) (A,,)l if P is
under the horizon. (If thu vernal point is between P and k
< A(Aj: in this case (.1 .(2,) .4. ()j) has to h1 replaced by
(.4,(%,,) — A,,(%5)) iht I ; ss hat is intended is i1 ss ‘tIn I ight

ascension of arc PK mi In idific ati m Ic i in the
other parts of the fo n a ‘C P K,
etc.).

5. If P is in the \\stei n uadiant, substitute A toi a: ml I) for II.

In the Great Introdjuijo,, n, A ctloIogv ot Abu Ma<sh< ‘\.I) 787—
886) the standard metl I is t buted I P my I I s has
caused some confusion ca is no tta 0 h m oc irs in
Ptolemy’s astrological n rk, ti Thrabil bc i1ern cnt ions the
casting of rays hut he gi e no details about the computation. salhno23
explained the attribution br the fact that Ptolemr uses a similar
method in a problem rd ited to the astrologa at them of rogressions
(Arabic: tasyIr),24 In this ihi n tic compi tes 1 un A ,tlie
time- nterval it takes thc i s i p hit Qt u c I r I e cirde
NPS by means of the cia ly rotatn ii of thc urns ‘sc (F re 2). NaHi
no’s argument is supported hr the fact tha. Piolems Uses a similar
interpolation coefficient 2. In Ptolemr ‘s solution, I appears in a

with

4

(2.6)
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natural way as a consequence of the assumption (actually stated by
Ptolemy) that semicircle NPS is approximately an hour line.29

3. The Khivdri:,ni tables

We now describe the Khwãrizmi tables following Kennedy and Kri
korianH6The ecliptical signs will he numbered Aries = 1, Taurus 2.
Gemini = 3. Cancer = 4. Leo = 5. Virgo = 6. Libra = 7, Scorpio 8.
Sagittarius = 9, Capricornus = 10. Aquarius = 11. Pisces = 12. Each
sign is divided into three equal 10°-intervals, called decans or faces
(Arabic: wajh, Latin: fricies). A notation such as [3,2] will be used for
the second decan of sign 3 (that is the interval of points on the ecliptic
with celestial longitude between 70° and 80°).

The Khwãrizmi tables consist of 432 values of a function F and 36
values of three functions 5, Q and T. F is used in all computations,
while S is for sextile rays, Q for quartile rays and T for trine rays.
Table 1 contains for every decan d and sign in a number F(d,m)
tabulated in degrees and minutes of arc. Following Kennedy and
Krikorian, the columns in the manuscript have been rendered as rows,
but br the rest the arrangement of the manuscript has been main
lamed. Therefore the row for d = [3.2] begins not with F([3,2].1) hut
with F(I3.21.3). For sake of clarity, the sign number in appears in
‘lithle I above each group of three numbers F([n. I jin). F([n,2].rn).
I”(

‘lahle 2 contains for each decan d a number T(d) in degrees and
minutes of arc. ‘l’he Khwärizmi tables also contain values S(d) and
Q(d) but these have not been rendered here because always

S(d):Q(d):T(d) = 60:90:120 (3.1)

as noted by Toomer.27
By means of the Khwãrizmi tables one can compute the astrological

rays from the longitude of the ascendant ‘tH and the longitude of the
planet . Al-Khwärizmi’s instructions for the use of the tables have
been preserved in the Book on astrology that makes (all others)
superfluous of lbn FlibintA, and they have been translated by Kennedy
and Krikorian.20 I paraphrase these instructions by means of a numer
ical example.

In Ill 10

[I, 1 20,05 2541 [1.24 22413 290
[42] 24 15 21.02 11,55 2 12.01 15,9’ 2
[I 31 2224 24.23 12,7” 1, 7 ‘0 27,4., 49 ‘9

1 5 4 41 - 6
12,’ 21.114 30.32 71,03 29 ‘—‘ .9,52223) 23 (1

[2,21 25,116 34,4) 31,17 75” 22,19 ,‘2:il 2401 5l.

[2,5’ 27.18 92.51 59,21’ 29,54 2025 22.2) 2429 ‘2,5.

5 4 5 1, ‘8 8 ‘1 10
[54’ 29,11) 54,00 32.01 22.55 21:19 25,44 29,44’ 54(k 7
[3,2’ 34:21 34,10 51;96 2’.51 2914 23,3’, 31,24 29,.
[37’ 33.04 3.4,37 5.52 ‘7.0’ 231,6 20.17 33,08 11149

4 3 6 ‘1 ‘8,

[4,1] 14.92 34,02 ‘80,25 7 ‘ 10,52 34,02 9 ‘

142 55,1” 31:59 111,25 11,41 37,54 .. 1 , .5
[43 59’41 11,90 37,25 3 .01 9039 “1 1

5 0 0 1
[5,]] 11,44 13,00 102 4 3415) 36
[3,2] 160 3300 3, 29 132] 3
[5,3] 3049 3300 103 3)4 3 1(13

3. ‘7 6 1 1
[6,4] 35,39 33,00 32.0 3 713 393 1, 4
[6,2 3313 33,69 5142 9 5434 35 1 21)
[6,3] 35,13 33,47 41,4, 35,41 35 5

7 41 1.
74, 35.35 34,07 3340’,’’, ‘ 35(8’ 35,99 311
7,2’ 3541 33;49 32,39 32, 9.,24 3,1)3 34,25 9,4
‘8,3, 341;s’i 33,11 31.511 52. I ‘240 31,66’ 31,11 3 2

41 9 10 II 2 1 2 ‘1

[9,4] 16,44 34:00 31:24 25,3, 00, ‘5 13(8] 6’ Ii 5
8.2] 35,4” 32.51 30,411 25 54902’ 12 43 414 12 1’ 0’

‘0,1] 35:15 34:4] 311,03 29 ‘4’.0,25 31 2’

9 10 1] ‘ , 2 5 4

9,11 ‘4.52 30,32 2. 4’2’. )T 10,0.’ ‘8492 3 ‘I,

19,2] 39,00 29.11 27,24 2 50 10 3240’ 33119 5’ 11 ‘8 ‘‘ 5, ,

9,3] 11 24 23,49 22,411 2 5 3 1’42 1124 5 ‘ 1

10 11 42 3 4 5
[101] 2940 25:41 23.15 54,191 29,49 31 31
[40,2] 27:38 24,54 2515 2 , 3 4 59, 1 ‘ 33
[10,3] 25,36 24,98 2015 1 16 4 211,45 3

II 42
I 1,1] 23,34 22,411 25, 5 3 0 5, 15 21 34 5
11,2] 22:24 22,49 20,113 3014 21,4 0 4

[14.1] 21:15 22:40 24101 45 24,00 ,.. 9 3

42 I 2 5 0
[12,1] 20,05 22:40 27,42 24 2,341 50,0 4 97 4
[42,2 20,05 23,27 24:211 1 IS 2,549 2(5,140 ‘1 1 ‘12 ,‘. .. 11
[42,3] 241,05 24,13 2935) 32 .6 133. 2,9.54 20,0’8 2., 2417’o 72 ‘ ‘ “‘A’S

1141)117 1 . ‘9J—khso 1114/1541” labIt’ of 11dm).

42 Cun ,oru, XX’7I[
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d 1(d) d 1(d) d 1(d) d T(d) d T(d) d T(d)

[1,1] 06,35 [3,1] 116,18 [5,)] 129:58 1711 133:25 19,11 123:42 [11,1] 110:02

[1,2] 07:41 [3,2] 116:46 1521 131:07 [7,2] 132:16 [9,2] 121:14 [11,2] 08:53

lII 106:5 3.3] 121.14 [5:9 1(216 [7.3] 131:7 19.3] 116:46 [11.3] 107:44

2,1] II0J)2 [4,!] i23:42 [6,!] 133:25 [6.1] 129:56 [10,1] 116:18 [12.1] 106:35
[2.2] I I2M7 [4.2] 125.47 [6.2] 133:25 [6.2] 127:53 [1(1,2] 114:13 [12,2] 106:35

[2.1] 14.13 [3.3] 127:53 [6.3] 133:25 [6.3] 125:47 [10,31 112:07 [12.3] 106:35

‘Itthle 2. AI-Khwirizmi’s table for T(d).

Suppose , = 77°, 2 = 133°. We wish to compute the left trifle ray.
Because 77° is in L3,2], we read in Table 2 T([3,2]) = 118;46°, and we
then consider the row for 13,21 in Table 1. Because P is in sign 5 (i.e.
Leo, the interval 1120°, 150°1), we read off F([3.2].5) = 31 ;56°. Since P
is in degree 13 of the sign. we compute (30—13)130 times 31;56° =

18:6’. We then perform a number of subtractions:

T(13,21) — 18;6° — 100;40°,
100;40° — F([3,2j,6) — 72;50°
72;50 — F(j3,2],7) — 47;39°
47:39 FU3,2].8) = 21;40°, which is less than F([3,21,9) =

31:24°.
Finally we compute 30(21 ;40°)131;24° = 20;42°.
The left trine ray is cast to the point 20:42° Sagittarius.

‘I’hus if the planet is in degree k of sign in (i.e. if its ecliptical longitude
is 30f,m —1) + k°). we subtract (30 k)/30 times F(d, m) and then
F(d,rn+1), F(d,rn+2), ...F(d,m+j—1) from T(d) until we obtain a
remainder r with r < F(d,m+j). We then compute x = 3OrlF(d,m+j).
The left trifle ray falls in degree x of sign rn+j. (Here and further on.
we reckon sign numbers modulo 12: thus sign 7+8 is the same as
sign 3.)

The computation of the numbers in Tables 1 and 2 is not explained
in any known medieval source. Toomer and Kennedy have shown that
Table 1 was computed for q = 33°, s = 23;510,29 in a way to be men
tioned below. Note that medieval sources3°give values near 33° for the
latitude of Baghdad, where Al-Khwãrizmi worked, and that Al
Khwãrizmi uses r = 23;51° elsewhere.3’

Tue following xplan II i I tIc 1 s i irc ii ly snd
Krikorian.32 In Figurt o, N C ale th N I], ii Ii points of’
the horizon, P,.... 1, arc th beginniiies If the in Ii ,d si.ns, and
the great circle through N. .S and P intersccls the c’. lestia] equator at
P,°. Figure (3 displays the P. and P, [‘or i ‘- 1 .2...? (the gt cat circles
NPP*S are not sho ii). Consider a fixed sign in, and call P. P.
the projection of sign in (c ometi ica[ly, ca h F( d in) ii ‘laNe I is an
approximation of the project o sign r a w ttm n dccii d is
rising at the Eastern h iz

If decan [m, 1] is rtsmg, i i tt 1h F in s th it its
projcction is approximatcil h[iqu a cnsion . 11115
explains why in Table I

F(Im, 1]in) = A(in.30°) — A,,( (in — 1 ).30j. (3.2)

If decan [in +3,1] or decan [m 9 1] is risin sien in
in the meridian, so tha its p ctton is ap I lXtfllat

sion. Thus in Table 1 in 11 i h column

//
cc N

\\&\ <:1
Figut 6

pi oximatel
ght ascen

F(jnz+3,1],in) = f([r;l’19, I] A6(m 0) 4(( ) 3( ) (3 3)
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If (lecan L,n+6.l] is rising, sign m is setting on the Western horizon, so
that its projection is approximately itsoblique descension. Therefore
in irhIc I in the seventh column

F([nz+6,11,,n) = A q(m.30°) — A q((m—1).30°). (3.4)

As a consequence of (3.2), (3.3). (3.4) and (2.4) we have the linear
relation

I’ijm+3,1J,m) = (112)(F([m, 1],m) + F([m+6,1],rn)). (3.5)

For i= 1,2,4,5, the values F(tn+i,1j,m) in the table were computed
by linear interpolation:

F(lm 4 i, 1] ,m) = (1 —i/6)F(f m, 1j ,m) + (i/6)F(tm+6, 1] ,m). (3.6)

Note that (3.5) is the case i = 3 of (3,6). The values in the table also
satisfy

(3.7)fXlni+6+i,11,m) = F([,n+6—i, l],m).

We now consider the second and third decans of sign in. In the first
column in Tirhie I linear interpolaton was used:

F([m,2Jjn) = (213)F([rn, 1]in) + (113)F([in+ 1 ,1],rn+ 1) (3.8)

F(lin,3]jn) = (1/3)F([rn, 11 jn) + (213)F([m+1 ,11,m+ 1). (3.9)

One would expect the same to be true for the other columns. But as a
matter of fact, for the fourth column we have for k = 2,3,

FUm+3,kJ,m) = F([m+3,1],m). (3.10)

For k =2,3 the numbers in the seventh column are related to those in
the fourth and the first column by

F([m+3,kl,m) = (112)(F([m,kl,m) + F([m+6,k],m) (3.11)

and the nuifibers in the remaining columns are defined by

F(lm+6±1,k in> !4[iii+6 i,k]in). (3.12)

The identities (3.11) and (3. (2> are analogous to (. 5> md (3.7), but
(3. It)) is odd. Asaconsequenee ol this the numbers in the seventh
column var irregularl . [his concludes the explanation of ‘lable 1.

Like Kennedy and Krikorian I am unable to understand s h the
compiler of the table used (3 It)) For if he ft jin 3 ni in the
fourth column had been obtained by linear interpola’ i )n et cen
i”(ltn + 3,11 .m) and TUrn i 4 n 11), the six right u ot the
tabk would be identical h ix left columns, so th I half of

the table could be dis1x sc I A ith (compare aIx i f this
papt. r).

V,e now turn to Tab c func lions Ne first
expl tin their arithmeti 1 1 t

1)(d) — F(d,i i ) ( . I

Note that the number I i n
only an approximation
he seen from the fact tin i A 1 S

P,,2P,,..’ ± P,. P
. (3.13)

whereas in general

i n gc neral not tl
>t. elton P,, .I,,

Ic, hut
his can

cP(d) 3(pC

(3.14)

It can be empiricall verified that the functions N () and I in the
Kh irizmi tables satisfx

S(d):Q(d):7’(d 15 1) 60:90,12() 360 ( 15)

Note that (3.15) is a ,c n
The functions S, Q ar

ing reason Figure 7 sh is

B, a planet at B casting
left trifle ray to D Thc
equilateral triangle, an

Si iOi 0 (3.1)
t. probably intro it cc

i lou I it A which c s
f u rayto( a

& p ojections .4 B
hr J)* A5

0llow
ray to

sting a
tm an
)n the
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Figure 7. .. -

other hand, one can also compute B, C and D by means of Tables 1

and 2. The computation of D from A can be characterized thus: we

continuously subtract numbers F(d,m) in Table 1 from T(d) + T(d) +

as suggested by the numerical example. until we obtain remain

der zero. The fact that D and A coincide means that we obtain

remainder zero after subtracting an entire row of numbers F(d.m). in

— 12 12 in Table 1. Therefore (d) must he equal to T(d) + T(d)

± T(d). A similar argument shows (d) = 4Q(d) and (d) 6S(d).

Therefore Al-Khwãrizmi introduced his T, Q and S because he

wanted any succession of three trine rays (or four quartile rays, or six

sextile rays) beginning in A to return to the same point A.

If d is the first decan of a sign, we have F(d,m+i) = F(d,m+i+6) for

all i SO that

F(d,in+i) + F(d,m±i+1) + ... + F(d,nz+i+5) = (d)l2. (3.16)

This means that if A casts a quartile ray at E and E casts a quartile ray

at I then A and F are diametrically opposite points, which makes

astrological sense (compare Figures 1 and 7); a similar property holds

for a succession of three sextile rays. No such nice properties are

obtained if d is the second or third decan of a sign. This astrological

flaw is another consequence ol the fact that Al Kh\i at iznii (or
whoever else compiled ilibir. I in its picscnl form) defined the nurn—

hers F([tn, 2] ,m -F 3) and 1 (]ni } n4 i) in the tot it h C( di in ol I Ide 1

by (3. 10) and not by in i ii i 3 flu tot

4. The Majrii tables

The purpose of the Ma t s the com ut ion as ologi

cal rays from the longit it o hot ose )U id as. ud of
the planet As ment ned ab ye, the aNts s cr1 ipult I f )r a
geographical latitude q 3 :( 0 The \lal rut tables are a ollection

of 72 subtahlcs. Each subiahle is lot a fixed ,, and iherl is a .subtahle

for every multiple of 5 ii 1 Ne 3, rsk H ho uie 1 p 207 is
for ) 20 ). I he be R np I he sul tNt iii three

num ers q(A1) 31 A the sex il ll ii t tys.
in Table 3 we find sf20 495 q(20) 4.5 and 1 1 )9.S4’.

Each subtable also contains 36 numbers /(2.
., I in six e riUmTrs, Each

column is for
,

in the two diametrically opposite siens \i hose names
appear above the column In ( ti r t5flids

Is ‘ 1)

If is in sign n (that is. SOn —30 <). r— 30’i ). the hurst column is for
in signs n and n ±6. the second column is lot 1 iii signs ti! 1 and

n +7, and so on. For latei use we all tn(A ) the m ximal iumber in the
suht thle for A; m(11) i 0(t +5) ) mn( 7 1 at ording
to Table 3, but we will K I I w that tl s nui Ii i b ereor,

In the heading of cad of the s x columns th ilun te las the word
“horoscopus”. This is a translation of the Arabic maa1i . anti should
therefore he interpreted as “ascensions” ‘ for typographical masons,
the abbreviation Asc, h-is been used in lahk 3

The accompanying to i. x uns now th a es r I used.
The procedure is as folb S ii 3 ft rn rn tat i UP At s ish to
compute the position A f the oil trine ray. 1 s g th I table ft r
We compute

a
-

/A,,, A) + 1(A11). (4.2)
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semRirclc through N, S
(i)>0 if P is in the
Western hcmispher ‘1!

f(21,30n)

and t e last numbers in I

f(2,1,30(n+j)°) —

f(A,1,30(n+j 1)) A

The )therf(211,A,.) wer
We will not discuss th

Put m(211) 30(
determmed by

c(2):q(2 ).

Example: in Iah1c 3 18
for the latitude of ti C irn

21 ;3( ° is the obliqu ‘ise
incident horizon throuo
18;51Y’4-21;39 appeaic 1.

SO on.

W& flOW turn to th
lure. Let P he any pon
projction of P (on th
great semicircle NPS ad
6). If 2, is in sign n, di i

don of the arc of the e p
P. Here we assume
be discussed below, Thu
projection of the signs A
time when the horuscop

1 eguinin
i 5 li i

. is t unli 1

lOAf 1 8

1 blique
oi nthi 111

)f I sign Ii i

I hr ci inin I
c lumbe

n i C ida h I I
I li1tic A

k a equatoi) i t

I I aleqi

) i anaroxm
o s em the xg 111

180 Ii ism
Ii k 3 40 2 is i j

lis lauius or th s
s is -sris rs i

ill thaI
ii tile

I iS

4 3)

u by

(44)

ation

I arc

Aries
Aijes,
(If the

,29
and

struc
ill the
A the
s2,5
Irojec

gn and
80 will

of the
at the

uputa
idea is

(ITS CX-

Table
bhque

Twenty degrees Aries

Sextile 49;57° Quartile 74:56° Trine 99;54°

Aries Taurus Gemini Cancer Leo Virgo

1.ihra Scorpio Sagitt. Capric Aquarius Pisces

Ase, Asc. Asc. Asc. Asc. Asc.

5 2;58 21:43 45:24 75;54 108;21 133:19

10 5:45 25;28 49;49 81;24 112;54 136;52

15 9:02 29;10 54;54 86;56 117;24 140:12

20 12:10 32:35 59;57 92;32 121:39 143:19

25 15;22 36:32 65:00 98:04 125:49 146:22

30 18;50 40:29 70:34 103:39 129:54 149:32

lb

A

Hull (

)( )) 3)

a iS(i(I( S

f 1
, hvr t

labia 3 AbMajnti’s table for ),, - 20°.

If a > in(1) we put a’ = a—in(11), if a m(,l,1) we let a’ a.

We then find (by means of linear interpolation) a number 2T such

that f(2,,’2r) = a’ and 2 < + 180°.
Examples for . = 20° (Table 3):

1. 2 — 40°, then a = 25;28° 99:54° = 125;22° = a’, 2, 144;28°.

2. 2,, 155°, then a = 133;19°+99;54° = 233;13°, a’ = 83;41°, 2- =

282 ;4°.

The same method is used for tile left quartile and sextile rays. The text

says that the right trine, quartile and sextile rays are diametrically

opposite the left sextile, quartile and trine rays respectively.

The extant manuscripts do not contain information about the geo

metrical significance and the computation of the numbers in the

Maj rifT tables. Investigations by means of a personal computer led to

the following insights in the structure of the functionsf q, s and t. For

didactical reasons we will first state the conclusions, and present the

numerical evidence afterwards.38
We first discuss the arithmetical structure of f, referring to Figure 6.

Assume that the horoscopus is in sign n (i.e. 2,, = 30(n—1)°+5k for

some k, k = 1,2,3,4,5 or 6, in Figure 6 n = 3, k = 2, 2, = 70°). Let (i)

be tile latitude of the incident horizon NP,S (see Section 2), that is the

45)

S

tion (Section 2) and tht Kl A, ii m tables Se
that these projection. r i IprOxlmat ‘I a ‘I

plains the words “ascei si S ii th head ngs I

3. ihe projection of t , s is app xi I
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ascension of the i’ sign for the latitude of the incident horizon through

the beginning of the sign. This is to say that in the notation of

Figure 6,
p*p A (,)(30i)

— A,>(30(i—1)°). (4.6)

This formula explains (4.3) and (4.4). The fact that (4.6) is only an

approximation has as a consequence that arc which is always

equal to 180°, is “approximated” by the number nz1), which can be

very different from 180°. Thus in Table 3, the projection of the arc

between 0° Aries and 0° Libra is approximated by rn(2H) = 149;32°.

We now discuss the reason why Al-Majriti did not tabulate the

f(11,A) beyond rn(211.). Apparently he knew at least one of the follow

ing two identities,

pip* = (4.7)

A1,,(30i°) — A,1(30(i— I )°) = A1,1(30(i+6)°) —

(4.8)

Formula (4.7) is true because N, P,, P,<, S, P, are on one great

circle, and so are N, P,, P,*, S, p p*

Therefore the approximation of can always be obtained

by adding to the approximation of (that is rnQH)) the approx

imation of P,*Pfl46k*, which is equal to the approximation of
J)J)* (by (4.7) or (4.8)). In Table 3 the projection of the first seven

signs (0° Aries to 30° Libra) is equal to rnQH) = 149;32° plus the

projection of the sign Libra, which is equal to the projection of the

sign Aries (i.e. 18;50°). Therefore there is no need to tabulate more

than six columns.
The functions s, q and tin the Majrifi tables can be explained in a

similar way as the functions S, Q and Tof Al-Khwãrizmi. Al-Majrifi

wanted to make sure that a succession of three sextile rays (or of a

trifle and a sextile ray, or of two quartile rays) as in Figure 7 always

arrives at the point diametrically opposite the planet. Because in

general mo.,1) 180°, he had to introduce the functions s, q and I

satisfying (4.5).
The Majriti tables were compiled in order to replace the Khwãrizrni

tables. The two sets of tables are based on the same astrological

doctrine, and two basit’ ideas arc the same, nameR that the projec
tions” on the celestial cc uatot iii appi oxin ted I y t, cci ins, and
that three functions (S ii for A K) it d / for
Al-Majri(i) havc to he t od it 4 in oider get )ht lv mea
ningful results, such as. d .4 casts a trifle rat at B, and B rasts a trine

ray at C, then C must east a trine i av at A, etc I lowest r. Al Majriti

improved on Al-Khw3r imt in thtec speets

1. Al-Khwãrizmi apprc xii ‘1 c I the c liii .i )ij

A,(30(i— 1 )°) hut AI-Majrifi computed these qu tiltities exactly.

2. The F(d,n).F(d,n+ 1) etc. in the Khwarizmi tables are approxima
tions of the projections of the individual signs a, n± I etc., hut
Al-Majriti computcc a pr x i ations of sit s’ (i.e of
sign n pitis sign a as rotc itt k it M jnti
tables had to make ot lv inc iddition (ant possib one it raetion
of in(11)), whereas ant one using the khwariinu tables s odd have
had to subtract quantities F( (I. In) C\ r’ral times

3. ‘1 he MajrIIi subtab) eon a ii six colu , b ho. K s 3rizmi
tables have 12 colur i i toast qu c s nathe
matical advantage i its trologi ‘al itet 1. St ise one
computes a succession of two quaitile rays (oi oh three sextile rays.
or of a sextile and a tune rat ) I rom a point 4 ott thi. ecliptic, as
shown by Figure 7. II inc u os the Ma ri i ibles 1 last is in the
ross is cast at point I ‘ii all i p e 4 always
the case if the Khw an es at use

Before we describe our reeomputaoon and conipart the recomputed
values with the text, one more problem ha to he dicusstd Neuge
bauer pointed out that n i nhei s a the v te 1 ly and
that they contain nume is r rs. In ge it 0 1 0 able to
distinguish betseen a su ihal tad a compi tational t nor. 4o e er.
almost all scribal errors in the valuess(.0),q(i,0), i(2,) and in) 2) can
be removed thanks to the relation (4.5). For example. 1 1ible 3
(taken from Suter) we h’ e so ) 49,S7’ N)’) 74,5 (20°) =

99:54°, m(20°) = 149.32 vi c) innot alI ir ti .°‘20°)
:q(2 )°):t(20°) = 60:90, , ih s Ihicc yak c mar w ci ccl. and
thus it turns out that 149,32 must be a scrihal error for 149:52’. [he
scribal error is easy to explain, because in the Arabic :Had-noiation
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7,. 1c/mo I c!TIift,31 Ial/,s 193

x ),, 60+i A, 120+x ),, — 180+x 2,, 240+x 2H = 3()()+x

5 147:09 163;59 199:18 206:50 178;OO 151:38

10 147;32 167:45 201:50 205:08 175:21 148:45

15 148:36 170;07 203:55 204;49 173;18 148:25

20 149:52 172:43 205:51 202:30 169:05 146:42

25 151:26 174:17 206;02 201:05 166:53 146;27

30 152:30 178:55 208;00 200:39 163:33 146:05

35 152;43 183:33 208:26 197:55? 159:27 144;58

40 154:43 185:41 208:37 195;03 158:25 145;55

45 154:53? 189:39 208;57 193:10 154;38 145:55

50 157:28 193;15? 208;30 186:55 154;28 145:55

55 160;31 195:36? 207:21 182:03 152:58 146:15

60 163:50 197:47? 207:40 183:00 151:43 146:31

Fable 4. Reconstructed values of m(?.,,).

32 (1dm-ha’) and 52 (ndn-bd’) are easily confused. In this way one can

reconstruct almost all the values of mQ11) which Al-Majrii corn

puted.4°These restored values have been collected in Table 4. Ques

ti()n marks indicate values m() that could not be checked, because

the corresponding s(2,1), q(211). and t(A,,.) are missing in all manu

scripts. The irregularities in Table 4 must be due to computational

errors made by Al-Majriti.
I now give the details of my computation of the Majrii tables,

referring to Figure 8. Let , = 30(iz—1) + 5k° for fixed k, I k6,

and let P be the point of the ecliptic such that )L, = 30(n+j—1)° for1

fixed j, 1 j 6. Points N, E and S are the North, East and South.

points of the horizon, V is the vernal point, H is the horoscopus, C is

the celestial North pole, and arc CR is perpendicular to the incident

horizon NPS. Recall that q = are CN is the geographical latitude, e =

<FIVE is the obliquity of the ecliptic.
The rising amplitude w of the horoseopus and the angle between

ecliptic and horizon can be computed from and AH) by the sine

rule in triangle VilE.

C
N

\ \‘

licuFe .5.
-

90° w. Therefore °= I’NJI in lx It mint c C( nfcnt

rule:
cos U) cot(A %),) c sit n 1 i’ (4 10)

The latitude of the incident honzon . I’S t. an be to md h the sine
rule tn ACRA:

5ifl COS 0 Sin q (4.11)

recall that = ±( R, the h s ‘n hung d if l th astern
hemisphere, and the mir t gr f R is in t i Wi s m nero.

TI e oblique ascensions a 4 ) and (4 4 can obt ned by
means of formulas (2.1)—(2 if we replace q hs

There are of course rnan equivalent ways to compute . and it
would be of interest to know what method Al-Majriti used because
the problem was rather difficult for his time, The crucIal step in our
argument is the computation of 0 in trianele hAP hi means of (4.10).
This problem is mathernati ii y i.quivalent I the d natio of the
qibla, that is the directio f Mcca fiom lx mu M a the
latitude of the locality, an I th d fference in mgi c ‘t Mecca

and the locality (to see tI i 1 cntifv II ‘ th th h pok of the
sin co/sinE = sinAq(Aq1)/sin ip = sin)11/cosq. (4.9)

In triangle PUN we know PH =
<PHN = and HN =
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, I I 12 1 j 4 jS (‘6

2 5 4 5 8.

(1 (frolog I il’h 1

5 8:24 (.1) 40,46 (-I) 70,39 (-4) (0309 ( II) 20:03 (-14) (47,09 (+1)

10 19,26(4 40:41 (-6) 70,26 (-I) 103,11 (-II) (20,30 (-65) 447;45(- (6)

15 19,10(5) 40,40)-I) 70;16).13) 103:17541) 12903 (*47) 140,35 (.1)

20 iR,16)*14) 4*2:42)-Il) 70,11 (.23) 103:261,13) (29,44 11(3) 149:31 (.21)

25 643 (-3) 48,47 (-32) 70:09 (+31) (0319 (.26) (5026 (.30) (50:34 +52)

30 18,52 (21 40,53 (.10) 70I2 (*18) 103,56(,19) 131 16 (-.19) 151:45 (.33)

2 3 4 5 6 7

35 22,04 (-4) 51,15 (-601 05:131 10) 4131091 16) 434,03 ( 20) 453:06) 23)

40 2207 (*13) 51,13(416) 01,75(5) 1(3,59 (-4) 135,19 5-.)) (54:371.6)

45 22,)) (-6) 51;14 (-6, 85,39)-RI) 114,53 (-82) (36:4-4 (-73) 156:17 (-94)

50 22,10547) 51:18 (.15) 85.54 (-20) 1132(29) 130,16 (-23) 158:091-41)

55 22,26 (-I) 51.23 (.18) 86:14 (*11) (16,55 (*31) 439,57 (.44) 160:11 (.20)

60 22:371,19) 54:36 (.24) 86:36 (*29) 118,02 (.58) (41:40(109) (62.25 (+8))

3 4 5 6 7 8

65 20,59 (.4) 64.08 (-10) 96.22 (-9) 420-5) (.3) 14208) I) 105.51 (-52)

70 29,01 (-I) 64,191-9) 97,4954-3) (221391*8) 144:195443) 467,27 (*10)

75 29,041 239) 64;20 1-7) 98:13 (-7) 124:29 (*6) (60,60)6) 170,13 (-6)

80 29,09(.II( 64.30 )-48 99:101.25) 426:21 (.32) 149:49 (-41) (73,09 (-26)

85 29,10 )+12( 64:47 (-65) 105,0) (-41) 120,13 (-53) (51,56 (-66) 176,11 (-114)

90 29,22 (*1) 64,55(.9) 49849 (,45) 430:03) 17) 454:33)26) 179:18) 23)

4 5 6 7 0 9

95 3532 (+8) 459(,2I( 402:18(430) 127:41 (032) 152.56 1+52) 182:271.66)

60 35:29 (-4) 72.241+1) 403:46 ).7) 430295 (-8) 455,541.4) 182:351+6)

0’ 55:24)4-) 72:41 (*18) 404401+29) (32,22 (.47) (58:48 (+56) (88.401+59)

III 35:10 )) 7250 )( (86:131) 134:29 )) (61:33 )‘) 191:371.98)

115 35:09(9 7251(9 407:08(9 436,24)9 (64:06(9 494:26 1+701
12* 35.101() 72:4525) 407:49)9 130:05 )) 106:31 (9 (97.02 .47)

5 6 7 8 9 10

125 37:42)66) 73.271*36) 104:42)-IS) (33:50)4) (64:36 (*44) 499:26 (-8)

130 37.341*16) 73,52 (*18) 486,04 (+6) (35561.6) 166;56 1 (66) 201:341.16)

135 37,21 (*19) 74)10, (*35) 107:40(47) 137:45 (.40) (69,02 (*33) 203,26 (*29)

41 33:03)* 10( 74336 (.27) 100:04 (.2,2) (39:191*24) 170:5) (+37) 205:03 (*48)

44’ 36:42 (+51) 73.56 (.571 406:361.7) (40,37 (-.5) 472:24 (-4) 206,22 (-20)

154 36)9 (.2) 73.35 )+20) 106,561*14) (41:381+22) 473:4)1’S”) 207:23 1.35)

6 7 8 9 10 11

(55 37.14 (.11) 7309 1*5) 186,32).20) 138:90)*21) 172,20 (.6) 200.) 11*15)

66 37,04 (.1) 73:29)9) (07:301*10) 140.04 (*8) 173:19 (-7) 200:4114)

(65 36:4914) 73.36) 20) 100:14 (-(0) 145:04))) 474,84 (-2) 208,55 (.2)

17)) 36.27) 4) 73.31 )-5) (08:44 (-3) 141,49 (-8) 434:35) 16) 2011:53 (-23)

175 36701 23) 73.13 (-17) 109.60)-22) 442:20 5-44) 174,51 (-65) 208:5)) 74)

(80 35:31)1) 72,407-3) 109:021-2) (42,57 (.27) 474:53 (.18) 200,02 (.22)

.,r,,-i4n 73,34 %). 12 4-. (‘9,44 .4,

4” ‘04)’ ‘4,0+ *1 1(8 -) 57 (45 .4.

145 46,4’ -11, ‘4,0+ ((01.’ I. ‘45 -

2*’ 36.2’ .0) — (SI - 06,’ : 35,4’ 7

2(5 55 56) 16) 7) 70 0, 6 1 3 79

2)) 75 1 .12 7 08 I o (564

8 9

21S 342 46 2)1

220 37,33 .7 - .47 1 4

223 77, 1(*13 72 I 4 46 9) (5 4 66)

270 50:54 ‘44) 722, 2 50 5,) (19 6 8’

215 36,26, Ii) 71.3’ -‘2 :6 ‘. ‘I’. (2’,”

240 355),))) 71,24 ‘.8. 0+5. .2’- (21’.” .14.

4 10 ‘‘ 11

24’ 3’,32 :2) 54,54. 01,) ‘4 5.

250 35,28 18 644 9 5 1)1

255 55.21 (.7) 64,26 0) 5 ) ((13 5)

281) 39,11) 6)3 10)

205 34,59 9 1 (‘1 4

27)) ‘6444 (9 , 1 00

2’) 25,’S 05 514 2 90. (5

290 29)11,-.’) 52262, ‘.3 .
- +4*.

25’ 24:07 ‘*3) 5)13 +‘ .24 .4 934) (05

210 29)4 -4) 51,1’ ) 57 2’9, .50 524) .14

29* 24,22 +6) 5’,27 ‘7. *4’ ,‘)‘ 31,31 .1

300 20:31 .161 . 1,
‘‘ .7, 91 — .4

II 12
305 22 041*14) 4 54 4 0 00
310 22,00)17) 404 1 4 0600 9

• 315 22,14 .66 4 .4 ) 6 3-
320 22,221)7 4 7 0 4
323 111254)0 41)1 14, 0 IS
330 21,44166, 41,) 5 ‘2 ‘ I’ 61,9 s 9

33 6:24)66) 32_I’’ -‘ 14.43- 9) 46) --

3-10 18:27 ‘+3) 37:02 ‘0: t4( 2’ .1)), 5138’ .24
345 8,3- (..4) ‘7:6 -6 1.) 1.4 . ‘ 90 13

352 18,35)2) 3)4) 7 53-s I ‘6(16 6

355 18,45(0) 35,0’) 5 01,4 9018)
380 1054)66) 3 (1 4

195

.‘l 5, 5’

(6 5, 5

S 0)
I 1.2 :‘

1,1 - 4

4 7

‘2’.), . )‘- -

‘2

Table 5 Recomputed values f(261, 30(01+1—1)’), and the differences (values in the Latin text

minus recomputed values). l’he sign number n+I—1 appears above each group of 6 values,

earth. P with Mecca, and N with the locality). Thus the computation

of 0 belonged to a class of problems that were studied in medieval,

Islamic science (but there is of course no evidence that Al-Majriti

recognized any relationship with the determination of the qibla, also1

no treatment of the qibla problem by him is known to us). I know of

only two medieval texts where computation of is described. Al-

BirUni’s Masudic Canon contains a computation of by means of the

‘l’able 6 Recomputed valucs f( 32( ) 511 (6 ffs’I*. I OHS 01114 (cx)
07i005 leC*)I4l)71.I)ed values), 16 S)1) 011 ill 1 ap 6 rs .860% 6 013114) values.

azimuth and altitude of P.3- Al-Majriti probably did not use this
method, because the prelimin’ y detern trlatlOfl - the an 11th and
altitude of P involvos tflSlch T.eoessars )rk “co urce is
the anonymous 14 cc I arnil Zi e Ic of Al
Biruni is repeated.4 Whatcvc Al MaIrit mel ci sas st have
involved a lot of nUmerical sork

The recomputed values Ji54, ‘O(n +1,) ‘I are disp1a ed in ‘[ahles 5
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and 6. Each row in Tables 5 and 6 contains from left to right an

argulnent)L,, 30n+5k° (k = 1.2,3.4,5.6) and the recomputed values

J,130(n+j—1)°) for j 1,2,3,4,5,6 in degrees and minutes of arc.

The numbers in parentheses are the differences in minutes. with the

understanding that the recomputed value plus the difference is the

value in the Latin text, For the sixth column, the recomputed value

pius the difference is the restored entry in Table 4. Tables 5 and 6 are

based on parameters ql = 38;30°, = 23;51°. Recomputed values for

= 38;30°, 23;35° differ from the text in a systematical way, hence

Ai-Majrip must have used the Ptolemaic value r = 23;51°, just as

AiKhwárizmi did. Because the differences in Tables 5 and 6 change

sign frequently, these differences can in all probability be attributed to

random computational errors. The length of the computation is one

likely cause of these errors, but a second cause is surely a certain

carelessness on the part of A1-Majriti.45 Note, however, that the

average difference of the recomputed value of rn(,) (sixth column)

minus the corresponding value in Table 4 is only —2 minutes.

l3’ means of Tables 5 and 6 one can identify some further scribai

and computational errors in the Latin text. The enormous difference

in the first entry for 2, 750 and the absence of such differences in the

subsequent columns show that the value 25;05 in the text must he a

scrihal error for 29;05. For 2 2300 the differences —82, —82 and

—83 in the second, third and fourth column suggest that Al-Majrili

added two correct numbers to an incorrect number in the second

column.
In spite of the computational errors, the MajriP tables arc an

impressive piece of work, and an example of the positive influence of

astrology on mathematics in the Islamic middle ages.
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hot icon in the Eastern half of the celestial sphere. Similar formulas hold for other positions

at I’ and Q. Assume thaI c’ r. A, A and A (or A,,, cf. (25)) are known and that one has to

conipute the time-interval u it takes Q to reach the great circle NI’S in Figure 2 by means of

the daily ostat ion In general a I” Q N

F’roler,is first computcsa(P). that is the distance from P to the meridian in seasonal hours

x(I’) (/10(A,.) —

is here hUe) is the lenittli of one seasonal hour when the sun has longitude A. One seasonal

hour is one sixth of the period hctaeen sunrise and noon. Therefore

(116)’(90°4 A,,(A.) A,(A)). (2.7)

Siniilarlv foi 11inl (1

(A,,(20)

Suppose that (1 arrives after a rotation of a time-degrees at point P on semicircle NPS.

Then it takes Q x(Q) a(P’) seasonal hours to reach NI’S, so that u — (x(Q)—x(P’)) -4

(A,).
Semii.ircle NI’S is alniost an hour line, that is to say that .r(!’) a(I”). Therefore

a - (x(Q) x(I’)) - h(A),

or

ri (A0(40) il,,(A,,)) (h(A)Ih(A)) -
(A,,(A,,)’—A,(A,)). (2.8j

Ptolemy restates (2.8) in the follosring forni (1980 pp.300 305):

i-I - (10(4<,) ,l(Aj) 1. - {A,,(20) A,(A,.) — (A,,(40) .4,,(A)))

will,

k
—

71,,(Ap) .4,(A) }I{A(A,.) ‘40(4R)}.
(2.9)

I? is the point of intersection of the ecliptic and the meridian if we turn the celestial sphere

such that I’ is on the Eastern horizon. (‘oinpare Ptolemy 1980. pp. 300-303.

26. Kennedy and krikorian 1972, pp. 7 12, for the Arabic text see lbn Flibintã 1987 Vol.2. pp

66 438
27. ‘loomer 196$. p. 147.

28. Kennedy and Krikorian 1972, pp. 13—14.

29. ‘Ioomer 1968, pp. 148 149, Kennedy and Krikorian 1972, pp. 9—10. The correct values of the

oblique ascensions for the first six signs are as follows for r = 23;51°, q =
330; 20:08°, 23:33 -

29:38’, 34;56”, 36;l5°, 35;32°. Table 1 is based on the values 20:05°, 23;34°, 29;40°, 34;52’.

36;14’ 35;35°, see the first column.

30. On the latitude of Baghdad in medieval Islamic sources see Kennedy and Kennedy 1987,

p.85.
31. Suter 1914, pp. 19, 58; Neugehauer 1962, p.47.
32. Kennedy and Krikorian 1972, p. Ii.

33. Kennedy and Krikorian 1972, p. 10.

34. Variations of a few minutes of arc occur as a consequence of rounding errors and due to
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linear interpolation Fm , a 4, ii in iii,’ u Into R1’o..’’) l’( , •, ‘e,’,ti ‘u (iou been
c imputed by (inc.u H erpi l.utr, , ‘c ‘u-en it in, I )1 an.) I (ho ‘ I

35. See footnotes I 3 sn,) 1
36. the Latin translator lss;i a’ iii, on talc OiU,l tine in-en’ ii’no’ s ho’ u, ‘910 sr ho
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37 Sutei 1914, pp. 3t1 taut I” N ‘00(1.1011 1912 ‘u I N’ an tlts term
“aspect” if a planet cast s, Ic ,,not i’t plan t a I s a i a sexrilc
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38 (‘onrp.ire Ilic reouniputati, I ‘5 ‘t in .
4$

39. Neugebauer 1962, p 80
40. ‘I he f,’llossrrrg <otreert tb 6 ,i K, ‘ti,,,Ie,,, Si”’ jC( I <(ti S n-P teadur” s in
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